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The stellar carved-oak screen millwork of the foyer leads to the main staircase, and it 
adds to the rhythm and atmosphere of the home. The staircase itself is composed of 
half-balusters that complement the wainscoting in every room.

!""!#$%&' Renovator Barbara Eberlein relied heavily on wallpaper to achieve the 
Victorian look throughout the home. The vibrant-yet-subdued colors of the wallpaper 
enhance the black-and-white framed photos found in various rooms of the home.
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As President and Creative Director of  Eberlein Design, Barbara Eberlein, ASID, spent five 
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finish, this was a five-year labor of  love,” Barbara says. “And it was initiated by our clients, two 
avowed Victorianophiles, who were energetic source researchers.”

Built in 1887, this two-and-a-half-story 
Queen Anne stands proudly in 

Philadelphia's Powelton Village District. 

()!*&' Built in 1887, this two-and-a-half-story Queen Anne home resides in a historical area of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Many of the original elements of the home, including the slate shingling on the mansard roof, remain intact.

Barbara and her team chose specific colors, wallpapers, tiles and rugs to give 
each room a unique and elegant Victorian atmosphere. This particular room 
features a more neutral, but no less luxurious, color palette.
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surround,” Barbara says. 

Renovator Barbara Eberlein chose specifi c 
colors, wallpapers, tiles and rugs to give 
each room a unique and elegant Victorian 
atmosphere. This particular room features 
a more neutral, but no less luxurious, 
color palette.

Every room required renovation, and 
some of the rooms 

required modern upgrades as well.
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()!*&' The lead- and stained-glass work featured in the back 
doorway and the tile mosaic were both still intact when Barbara 

and the homeowners began to renovate. These romanticized 
natural motifs, as well as the Greek- and Roman-inspired 

geometric motifs, add a sense of elegance and drama.

+$,-%' The wild-yet-subdued wallpaper, the dark, polished 
floorboards and the deep colors of the furniture and lamps bring 

together the most elegant elements of Victorian décor. This 
sitting room ties even seemingly mismatched pieces together 

with a dark and robust unity.
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Barbara chose encaustic 
tile with face nailed and 
boarded oak � ooring that

highlighted the detailed 
patterns on which 
Victorian homes thrive.

Here again, the wallpaper plays an integral role in tying 
together the other Victorian elements of the dining room. 

The wallpaper and the drapes provide subtle color and 
vigorous patterns to offset the almost neutral natural 

colors of the wood pieces within the room.
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Barbara chose encaustic tile with face-nailed and boarded oak flooring that 
highlighted the detailed patterns on which Victorian homes thrive. This flooring 
especially complements the light fixtures, which were true to the Gilded era. “We 
found period light fixtures through local antique resources and craftsmen attuned to 
the nuances of  this exuberant architectural style,” Barbara says. “This was no time 
for half-measures or fussy details!” In concert with the light fixtures, which are true 
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stained-glass panels were made for the house by Groves & Steil Stained Glass 
Studio,” Barbara says.

Additionally, Barbara and her team chose several different wallpapers that were 
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colors. These beautiful wallpapers include Morris & Company’s “Iris” for the dining 
room; Clarence House’s “Arts & Crafts” for the library; and an assemblage of  
Bradbury & Bradbury’s “Walden,” “Kelmscott Frieze,” “Checkerboard” and others 
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Barbara and her team chose several 
di3erent wallpapers that were deeply 
rooted in the Victorian tradition of 

rich, elaborate details 
and dark, bold colors.

One of the most modern rooms in the home, the kitchen pictured here required an 
almost complete overhaul. Barbara’s use of light-colored wood and almost nude-

colored tiles give this kitchen a homey, friendly look, which is exactly what the 
homeowners wanted, as they love to cook and entertain friends and family.
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Here are THREE EASY DO4IT4
YOURSELF RENOVATION TIPS to 
make your house a Victorian Home.

PAINT IT UP
ï Like Barbara and the renovation team of the 

Philadelphia home, you too can use paint to express 
your unique Victorian sense of style. For luxurious 
interiors, choose a dark, cool cream color that provides a 
neutral background for your furnishings. If neutral isn’t 
your style, try a bold, deep purple or an elegant red.

WHY NOT WALLPAPER?
ï Victorians loved wallpaper, and this may be the perfect 

addition to give your house distinct turn-of-the-century 
style. Don’t skimp on the pattern play, either—Victorians 
were in love with fl oral, geometric and classical-themed 
Greek and Roman patterns, and you may be able to 
fi nd the perfect fi t for your space at your local home 
improvement center!

TILE STYLE
ï A small and beautiful addition to your Victorian home, 

colored or patterned tile adds a sense of grandeur 
and Victorian eccentricity without having to break the 
bank. Choose tiles that have rich, deep reds and greens, 
both patterned and un-patterned, and create a unique 
backsplash in your kitchen, or an interesting showpiece 
in your front room or foyer.

The exuberant woodwork, featured both inside and outside of this home, showcases the 
idiosyncratic Victorian style. The porch itself, although repainted, brings together the woodwork, 
the classic Victorian-style paint and the antique porch light to give the home a cozy feel.
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atmosphere. “This is a confi dent 19th-century home for a 
confi dent 21st-century couple,” Barbara says, “and every 
%*'(#'$*4 $#:#';$'**+$"/-$/$:0-&/3$-&'2'0-#$/(1$%*()0(&#-$
to delight owners and visitors alike.”

ì From start to fi  nish, this was a fi  ve year  
labor of love, î  Barbara says.
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